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HIGHLIGHTS
Copper Hill
• Stage 1 Feasibility Study completed by NERIN
• Management team now in place, Project Manager appointed
• On-going drilling confirms and extends known mineralisation
Other Projects
• Gravity survey completed on South Australian tenements
• Cargo drilling delayed with rig retained at Copper Hill
• New VTEM interpretation for Cobar region projects
FEASIBILITY STUDIES
GCR has received, from China Automated Control Systems (CACS), the Copper Hill Feasibility Study - Stage 1
Report by China Nerin Engineering Co. Ltd entitled Copper Hill Cu-Au Mine Project - Technical and Economic
Evaluation Report. The report is comprehensive, provides cost estimates of all development aspects of the
project and recommends GCR proceed to produce a copper-gold sulphide concentrate on site for sale.
The consulting agreement with CACS has been concluded. GCR is now embarking on Stage 2 of the
Feasibility Study and has also engaged Whittle Consulting to create an enterprise optimisation model for
Copper Hill.
Indicative annual cash operating costs and income have been estimated by GCR for an initial eleven-year
operation at Copper Hill using cost assumptions sourced from operating mines, data from the NERIN study,
and applying a range of copper and gold prices:

Copper Price

Gold Price

Average annual total
cash operating cost

Average annual net
operating income

US$/pound

US$/ounce

US$ million

US$ million

3.30

1200

91

103

3.00

1000

91

80

2.70

800

91

56

Based on mill throughput of 8 million tonnes per annum average annual copper production is estimated to be
45 million pounds with 82.5% achievable overall recovery. Average annual gold production will be in the order
of just over 50,000 ounces with an assumed overall gold recovery of 65%. Work is continuing at Metcon
Laboratories to improve recoveries for both metals.
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CONSULTANTS
Three New Senior Consultants Retained for the Copper Hill Development Team
Mark Moddejongen is a fully qualified Australian Mining Engineer with a wide range of local, interstate and
international mine planning and operational and management experience, spanning 30 years. This includes
gold, copper, magnetite, steaming & coking coal, silver, zinc, nickel, cobalt, molybdenum and industrial metals
projects and mines in NSW, Queensland, Western Australia, Tasmania, as well as PNG, New Zealand, Fiji,
Indonesia, Solomon Islands, Argentina, Kazakhstan, Serbia, India, Laos and China. He has worked at many
copper mines and projects including Ok Tedi, Ernest Henry, Mount Isa, Redbank, Lady Annie, Cadia, Zijinshan,
Horse-Ivaal, Alumbrera, and Nena. Mark’s planning, operational, and management experience will be
invaluable as the Copper Hill Project moves toward bankable feasibility during 2011.
Richard Lewis is a geologist specialising in resource estimation and resource reviews, and will assist Mark and
the Copper Hill Development Team. He has more than 45 years experience in exploration, project feasibility
and mine development. Richard is Principal Consultant with Lewis Mineral Resource Consulting, specialising in
resource estimation and review services for clients in Australia, Botswana, Brazil, Mexico, Papua New Guinea
and Tanzania. During his time with Placer Pacific, Richard was Manager - Resource Evaluation and provided
resource estimation services to the Project and Business Development Department and to the Placer mines in
the Asia-Pacific area. He was closely involved in the feasibility studies for the Kidston, Porgera, Misima, Granny
Smith, La Coipa, Osborne and Rawdon mines.
Lindsay Gilligan was most recently the Director of the Geological Survey of New South Wales. His career has
focused on the geology of mineral resources and fostering mineral exploration and discovery in the state with
over 40 years experience as a geologist. He has extensive experience in government geoscience, particularly
in relation to mineral deposits and has published widely on aspects of mineral deposits. Lindsay brings to the
Copper Hill Development Team a broad range of experience and a wide circle of contacts within, and an
understanding of, government process in New South Wales. Lindsay will guide the Copper Hill Mine
development through the regulatory and approvals process.
Mark, Richard and Lindsay will provide leadership and counsel to an already determined team of geologists,
metallurgists and engineers focused on making Copper Hill ready for production within the next four years.

DRILLING
During the March 2010 Quarter 127 drill-holes (GCHR320-446) were completed, totalling 7033 metres. Drilling
targeted extensions of ore grade mineralisation in several areas, and included a program of shallow reverse
circulation percussion holes (119 holes/5281 metres) to evaluate the oxide zone which, being dominated by
residual gold, falls outside the resource blocks defined by copper cut-offs. Five holes were drilled for
metallurgical samples (GCHR312, 313, 315, 316, 318) and two (GCHR330& 446) for geotechnical purposes.
At Wattle Hill, GCHR315 (Figure 1) confirmed and extended resource grades. At a 0.2% copper cut-off the
hole intersected
•
•
•

21 metres @ 0.30% copper, 0.32 g/t gold from 37 metres,
3 metres @ 2.48% copper, 2.36 g/t gold from 82 metres
25 metres @ 0.26% copper
from 105 metres

GCHR315 was drilled as a “scissor-hole” to drill hole CHM18 and to provide metallurgical material from the
gold-rich Wattle Hill zone, located 500m southeast along strike from the main Copper Hill deposit.
GCHR315 confirms and extends the intercepts in CHM18, 26 metres @ 0.5g/t gold from 2 metres and 20
metres @ 0.32g/t gold from 74 metres.
The 3m high grade intercept of 2.48% copper at 82 metres down-hole may correlate with the zone of 8m @
3.72% copper in GCHR249, located 100m northwest on section 4500N. If this interpretation is correct, this zone
may plunge further towards and beneath Copper Hill. Insufficient drilling has been completed at depth in this
part of the deposit creating the possibility that narrow, but strike extensive zones of +1% copper could lie
between Wattle Hill and extend beneath the current optimised Copper Hill open pit.
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Further evidence for this is provided by the intersection in core hole MEXCHD01 on section 4700N of 73
metres @ 0.45% copper and 0.42g/t gold from 263 metres down-hole. This is currently interpreted to represent
the north-westerly down-plunge extension of shallower higher grade mineralisation 100 metres to the
southeast. These up-plunge intersections, of 23 metres @ 0.6% copper and 0.8 g/t gold and 60 metres @
0.48% copper and 0.85g/t gold, give good indications of the potential to be realised at Wattle Hill and beneath
the current defined resource at Copper Hill.
Previous drilling at Wattle Hill left open zones of mineralisation, and further drilling is planned to test for more
extensions. Results to date confirm higher than average resource grade mineralisation extending from 4200N
to 4700N, a strike distance of over 500 metres.
The results from GCHR315 are anticipated to have a positive impact on pit optimisation by introducing higher
grade blocks in an area currently modelled as Inferred and low grade. Further drilling is underway, and planned
at Wattle Hill, Copper Hill and at Buckley’s Hill in the next three months.
At Copper Hill four metallurgical holes were drilled to test zones of known mineralisation within the main body
of the Copper Hill porphyry deposit (Figure 1).
GCHR312 intersected a bulk interval* of 143metres @ 0.57% copper and 0.7 g/t gold, containing, at a 0.2%
copper cut-off,
•

•

67 metres @ 0.79% copper, 0.93 g/t gold from 7 metres including


23 metres @ 0.97% copper, 0.32 g/t gold from 23 metres and



16 metres @ 1.41% copper, 2.39 g/t gold from 60 metres

70 metres @ 0.42% copper, 0.55 g/t gold from 90 metres including


2 metres @ 1.12% copper, 4.44 g/t gold from 90 metres.

GCHR313 intersected a bulk interval* of 244 metres @ 0.33% copper and 0.46 g/t gold, containing, at a 0.2%
copper cut-off,
•

15 metres @ 0.39% copper, 1.10 g/t gold from 78 metres

•

30 metres @ 0.29% copper, 0.31 g/t gold from 121 metres

•

10 metres @ 0.33% copper, 0.14 g/t gold from 157 metres

•

73 metres @ 0.44% copper, 0.59 g/t gold from 171 metres including


12 metres @ 0.58% copper, 1.33 g/t gold from 200 metres

GCHR316 intersected a bulk interval* of 138 metres @ 0.40% copper and 0.68 g/t gold from 13 metres,
containing, at a 0.2% copper cut-off,
•

79 metres @ 0.56% copper, 0.96 g/t gold from 13 metres including


32 metres @ 0.75% copper, 0.99 g/t gold from 13 metres



24 metres @ 0.36% copper, 0.4 g/t gold from 114 metres

GCHR318 intersected a bulk interval* of 145 metres @ 0.54% copper and 0.46 g/t gold from 25 metres,
containing, using a 0.2% copper cut-off,
•

8 metres @ 0.61% copper, 0.20 g/t gold from 25 metres

•

83 metres @ 0.63% copper, 0.65 g/t gold from 81 metres

These holes are typical of some of the higher grade zones at Copper Hill. Subject to successful commissioning
and all that entails, the near-surface material will provide early mill feed and ensure good returns from project
start-up and through the initial production years.
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Cobar Region
Exploration activity levels in the Cobar region remain high, and Golden Cross’ wholly owned and joint ventured
tenement packages are well located relative to known centres of mineralisation (Figure 2)
During the March Quarter trial soil sampling using the ionic leach technique was undertaken over parts of the
Rast tenement where previous aircore drilling had returned elevated gold and base metal values. Results and
evaluation are pending.
VTEM data collected during 2010 was subject to ongoing interpretation, and new composite conductivity
response images were produced by Golden Cross’ consultant following a software upgrade.
A high resolution air-magnetic survey is planned over the Canbelego Group of licences during the coming
quarter, following approaches for the work to be flown on a multi-client basis. This enabled the area to be
surveyed to be expanded with improved economics.

South Australia
A new tenement EL4695 (Giddinna) was granted on 28 February 2011 to complement the package targeting
basement geophysical features with similarities to IOCG copper-gold deposits along structural trends to the
southeast (Figure 3).
Infill gravity readings were undertaken over selected parts of EL4427 (Oolgelima) to improve resolution of
gravity targets identified from a review of previous wide spaced data. Weather and access considerations
truncated the survey. The data collected to date are currently being interpreted before further work.
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ABOUT GOLDEN CROSS RESOURCES LTD
GCR is a multi-commodity global explorer with a copper-gold focus. HQ Mining Resources, the Australian investment vehicle of
Beijing based CUMIC, holds a 32% shareholding in GCR. HQMR brings additional operational, development and marketing
expertise to GCR, including access to mining and processing equipment from China and a bridge to international investors.
GCR is focused on advancing its 100%-owned copper-gold copper Hill Project. Exploration, resource expansion (including oxide
gold resource definition) drilling and metallurgical test-work is continuing. Consultants have been appointed covering Mining
Engineering, Metallurgical Processing, Geotechnical, Financial Modelling, Environmental Assessments and Hydrology studies.
Discussions with State Government authorities regarding permitting requirements have commenced. Molong & district residents
continue to be involved by way of public meetings.
On the exploration front, the Cargo gold- copper, Burra copper, Rast copper-lead-zinc and Mulga Tank gold-nickel projects remain
active and prospective areas with IOCG potential in South Australia are being explored and porphyry copper projects are under
application in Panama. GCR also holds substantial phosphate resources and coal exploration tenements and applications in
Queensland.

ABOUT China United Mining Investment Corporation ( CUMIC)
CUMIC is a privately owned, Beijing-based investment company specialising in mineral and mining investment. CUMIC has a
portfolio of exploration and mining assets in various parts of the world, focusing on iron, copper and gold. CUMIC developed and
controls the Mongolia Eleet River Iron and Steel Company, a major iron ore mining company.

Compliance Statement
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Kim Stanton-Cook, who is a
member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists, is a full-time employee of GCR, and has sufficient experience relevant to the
style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent
Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore
Reserves”. Kim consents to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on this information in the form and context in which it
appears.
GCHR312, 313, 315, 316 & 318 were core drilled (PQ size) from surface at an inclination of 60°.GCHR315 core was half cut for
assay, while the remainder were 100g samples riffle split from crushed whole core at Metcon Laboratories. Analyses were
undertaken at ALS Orange using 50g Fire Assay (Method AA26) for gold and ICP41 for copper and a suite of other elements.
Standards and blanks were inserted into the sample stream at regular intervals.
Intercepts have been calculated using a 0.2% copper cut-off with maximum internal dilution of 2 metres. * Fully diluted.
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Figure 1. Metallurgical Drillhole Locations
(Oxide drill program collars in yellow)
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Figure 2. Cobar Region Projects and Joint Ventures
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Figure 3. South Australia Tenements
(interpreted structural corridor in green stipple)

